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Summary 
Being a central national archival institution, Croatian State Archives (CSA) 
takes care for planning of archival activities, coordination of archives’ profes-
sional work and performing information-documentation service about archival 
records on national level. In the year 2006, CSA started the construction of new 
archival information-evidence system which should cover all archival func-
tions: keeping, preserving, arranging and using of archival records.  
Technical characteristics of new information system include WEB application 
with MS SQL server as a basis and C# computer language. Advantages of this 
solution are building of uniform base and uniform system of data protection 
with minimal costs. Its main characteristics are availability, reliability, flexibil-
ity and exstensivity with general and specific defined functionalities. System is 
created on modular basis which practically means design and implementation 
of particular modules as separate projects and their continuous connecting in 
unique system.  
ARHiNET system encloses several modules: Arranging of archival material, 
Archival documentation, Register books, National archival service’ central evi-
dences, Service for archival records outside archives and User service. Reali-
zation of this development project of archival service will enable establishment 
of unique national integrated system of data exchange among the institutions 
that keep archival material as well as standardization and increasing quality of 
provision and services in archives.    
 
Key words: archival information system, web application, standardization and 
rationalization of business processes in archives, design and implementation of 
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ARHiNET – the Idea 
The tasks of the Croatian State Archives (CSA) as the central archival institu-
tion include planning of archival activity, coordination of the professional work 
of the archives and managing the archival records information-documentation 
service on national level. The basic information resource is the Register of ar-
chival fonds and collections of the Republic of Croatia which contains data on 
all archival material in the state and of its creators and owners. After many 
years of working on collecting, processing and presentation of data concerning 
archival records and records’ creators and owners, the need for standardization 
of arranging and description of archival material, archival principles and vo-
cabulary, as well as for unifying of archival work, has emerged.  
Subsequently, CSA started the construction of new archival information system 
which should cover all archival functions: keeping, preserving, arranging and 
using of archival records. Its goal is to, in the unique data base, make possible 
standardization and control of records, and in the same time rationalization and 
standardization of business processes in Croatian archives. The project team, 
consisted of experts from CSA and the Avicena Company from Split, had set 
the basic guidelines which the information solution would have to support:  
1. the use of available and acceptable technologies, 
2. creating the technological preconditions for including all of the owners of 
the archival records into the unique system, 
3. modulation, extensivity and simple upgrading, 
4. the simplicity of use. 
Considering the technologies that were on the work group's disposal and having 
in mind the guidelines that were defined by the project team, it was decided that 
the information system must be defined as a web application. This decision is 
based on following facts: disposability, simplicity of maintaining and financial 
aspect.  
 
Archives.Net- the Realization 
  The project team has decided to start the development in small steps, al-
ways considering the entirety of the information solution in its own complexity. 
That, practically, meant that the single solutions were defined in a relatively 
short period of time, and that they were presented and implemented after the 
testing phase. After the analysis of all the state archives activity area, complex-
ity and extremely large and functionally different logical business processes, it 
was decided to approach to the making of the system using the modulation prin-
ciples. In practice that meant: 
a. to define the basic business processes through the separate modules 
which will, in a specific moment, be able to function as a unique system 
b. to ensure that the modules can be realized as an independent separate 
sub-projects  
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c. to ensure maximum flexibility of modules in a sense of adding, altera-
tions and supplements of new functionalities 
d. to ensure the possibility of mutual integration of different modules 
The same business processes are defined and relating to CSA, regional state ar-
chives and other owners of archival records. Having in mind specific quality of 
single users, the project team has divided the functionalities into two segments: 
common and specific quality functionalities.  
Technical characteristics of ARHiNET system include web application with MS 
SQL 2005 server as a basis, C# computer language and partly JAVA and all on 
the dot.net technology. The management of digital contents is also one of sys-
tem functionalities, and it encompass several business processes: digitalization 
of archival records, processing of digitalized documents, saving master copies 
for storage, automatically creation of web copies in JPEG format and presenta-
tion of digital content within program solution.  
 
ARHiNET –Project Overview 
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Diagram 2: Definition phase 
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Diagram 3: Prototyping phase 
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  Goal: System ready for use   
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  T31: Architecture specified and 
checked 
  
  Subphase “Detailed design”   
  Goal: Components defined   
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Diagram 5: Implementation phase 
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OOD model 
Open Source SW decision report 
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Diagram 6: Operations phase 
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Diagram 7: Termination phase 
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List of abbreviations: CM = Configuration management, HW = Hardware; GUI = General User 
Interface; SW = Software; OOA = Object-oriented Analysis; OOD = Object-oriented Design; QA 
= Quality Assurance; Rfa = Ready for  acceptance; RR = Round Robin (back up procedure) 
 
Conclusion 
The information system of state archives is a dynamic structure which is in a 
phase of a continued growth and development. The defining of new 
functionalities and making meaningful the additional modules make this project 
interesting, dynamic and challenging. ARHiNET enables inclusion of all 
owners of archival records in Croatia into a unique system which represents a 
great turning point in the work of state archives and owners of archival records, 
as well as a long-term developing interest of archival service. 
New archival information system contains several modules: Arranging of 
archival material, Archival documentation, Register books, National archival 
service’ central evidences, Service for archival records outside archives and 
User service. Realization of this development project of archival service will 
enable establishment of unique national integrated system of data exchange 
among the institutions that keep archival material as well as standardization and 
increasing quality of provision and services in archives.   
 
